Getting Around Word Jumbles

The letters of the words below are all mixed up. Figure out what the word is and write it on the blank line provided.

1. **YENRUOJ** JOURNEY
2. **RETPOCILEH** HELICOPTER
3. **ELUM** MULE
4. **YRREF** FERRY
5. **GNILCYC** CYCLING
6. **EGAELIM** MILEAGE
7. **DEDAELNU** UNLEADED
8. **YCI** ICY
9. **TROPSNART** TRANSPORT
10. **GNIYLFL** FLYING
11. **ENIGNE** ENGINE
12. **DEYALELD** DELAYED
13. **EVIRD** DRIVE
14. **SUBINIM** MINIBUS
15. **TROPIARIA** AIRPORT
16. **ERAF** FARE
17. **NIBAC** CABIN
18. **ELCYCINU** UNICYCLE

1. A long trip.
2. A flying machine that moves by means of rotary blades.
3. Cross between a donkey and a horse. Has a reputation for being stubborn.
4. A boat that regularly takes passengers over a short distance.
5. Operating a pedal bike.
6. Refers to distance travelled by a vehicle.
7. Without added lead.
9. Way of getting from one place to another.
10. Moving through the air.
11. The vehicle part that produces motion.
12. Late.
13. Operating a motor vehicle.
15. Place where planes land and leave from.
16. Charge for travelling, e.g. on a bus.
17. A small room on a ship.
18. A pedal bike with one wheel.